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Introduction
Water, this basic requirement for all known life, has
become a highly political issue globally. Millions of people
lack access to drinking water and sanitation, while
increasing pressure on water resources is causing
economic and political tensions throughout the world. As
water attracts more attention from those outside the water
sector, water utilities have had to adapt to new
sustainability demands.
The French company Veolia Environnement, the world’s
largest water company, which manages drinking water,
industrial water supplies and waste water services
worldwide brands itself as a world leader in
“environmental services”. According to Veolia’s chief
executive Henri Proglio: “Sustainable development is a
major opportunity for our economy. We must reach
agreement between industry, the state and citizens”1.
A stable political environment is indeed crucial for Veolia
as far as the delivery of water services is concerned.
Running water is a natural monopoly, which allows water
utilities to pass their costs on to consumers. Perhaps this
is why, given the vital nature of water, 90% of the world’s
water utilities are run by public utilities.
The European Union is a powerful source of water
regulation, with the main policies set by EU Water
Framework Directive (2000/60/EC). Drinking water supply
issues are however governed by the subsidiarity

principlea, and the EU water sector
heterogeneous, according to the local situation.

remains

However, Veolia, thanks in part to its 150 year-old history
of close cooperation with French public authorities, now
manages thousands of different local services in Europe,
with a strong presence in its home country France and in
the UK, increasing activity in Germany, Czech Republic,
Slovakia and Romania, and a rather limited existence in
Portugal, Italy, Hungary, Poland and Sweden. Although
Veolia does not manage municipal water supplies in the
other 16 members of the EU, this position gives the
company considerable power compared to other
European water utilities, especially those which are
publicly owned.
Veolia runs an office in the EU quarter in Brussels, is part
of several professional associations, belongs to various
powerful corporate lobby groups, and participates in
workshops and conferences, working with the European
institutions. This investment in EU water policies must be
significant, but to what extent? Such issues are hard to
judge, particularly given the limited insights offered by the
company. How does Veolia set about influencing water
policies at EU level? And what are the consequences of
their activities? This is the purpose of this report.
a

Subsidiarity is the principle whereby the Union does not take action (except in the
areas which fall within its exclusive competence) unless it is more effective than
action taken at national, regional or local level. It is closely bound up with the
principles of proportionality and necessity, which require that any action by the
Union should not go beyond what is necessary to achieve the objectives of the
[EU] Treaty.
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Context
The main challenges facing the European water sector
are dealing with the heavy pollution resulting from
intensive agriculture, industrial pollutants and other
chemicals, such as endocrine disruptive substances2, the
over-exploitation of resources (particularly groundwater)
and the ageing supply infrastructure.
Demand for water is in fact slowly decreasing in many
parts of Europe, as a result of partial deindustrialisation
and water efficiency gains. This trend moves the
industry’s focus away from increasing supply to a much
more sustainable demand management approach. But it
creates a financial problem. Private water providers have
previously relied on increasing water sales to generate
income and this is no longer an option; the private water
sector therefore needs a new business model, and for the
key players in the industry this is a crucial debate.
Veolia’s proposed solutions, put forward in a scenarios
document3, appear to be an increased reliance on
technology to increase supply and maintain sales growth,
funded by the tax-payer or the state if clients cannot be
persuaded to pay, or an extension of its commercial
activities to co-managing the whole water cycle. Such

measures might preserve the company’s growth margins,
but the much-advertised “environmental services” are
seen as a means, not an end. Of course Veolia's
shareholders judge the company on its revenues more
than its ability to replenish ecosystems, but this casts
doubts on its “environmental” commitments. Can
environmental problems be solved by the very industrial
rationale that caused them?
An alternative approach to the problem can be seen in
the example of Munich which in 1991 launched a
programme to support organic agriculture around water
catchment areas to try to reduce the increasing level of
nitrate and pesticide pollution in the water. Sixteen years
later, the conclusion is clear: nitrate levels fell by 43%,
pesticides by 54%... The subsidies to promote organic
agriculture were far cheaper for Munich than paying the
costs of clean-up4. In contrast, Veolia appears to favour
high cost technologies such as aquifer recharge,
nanostructures, wastewater re-use, desalination… which
are potentially profitable on an industrial scale, but can be
environmentally-damaging, consume a lot of energy and
fail to address the issue of unsustainable water
management.
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History
Veolia's history began in 1853 under the name
Compagnie Générale des Eaux (CGE). Created by a
group of businessmen and high-ranking officials from
Napoléon III’s imperial court, the company was granted a
number of privileges: a fixed price for water and a
guaranteed monopoly in exchange for developing water
services5. The company’s first contract was in Lyon,
France, in 1854, but it soon expanded into other French
and European cities, working closely with the public
authorities to develop the “public services management
delegation” model (now known as public private
partnership). Like France’s other water utilities, CGE was
notoriously used as a source of funding by all political
parties, which may be why they escaped the great
nationalisation waves of 1946 and 1981.
The company’s evolution was initially gradual, moving
into waste treatment in 1953 and then, following the
appointment of Guy Dejouany as chief executive in 1976,
expanding more rapidly, moving into new sectors
including energy, media, transport services, construction
and property. In 1998, following links to several cases of
corruption, CGE changed its name to Vivendi.
The re-named group went on a growth frenzy, acquiring
shares or merging with several groups in the media and
entertainment sector, reaching its peak in 2000 when it
merged with Universal Studios. But the 2001 crash put an

end to the rapid expansion. Vivendi Universal lost €23.5
billions in 2002, the worst corporate loss for any French
company in history; Jean-Marie Messier, the chief
executive, was forced to resign and was subsequently
charged with fraud and fined by the US Securities and
Exchange Commissionb. Having lost much of its
accumulated wealth, Vivendi Universal sold its shares in
Vivendi Environnement, making it effectively an
independent company. It changed its name to Veolia
Environnement (VE) in April 2003.
Veolia Environnement
The company, now led by chief executive Henri Proglio
(who has spent his entire career within the company),
adopted a more modest profile, restructuring and
reducing its long-term financial debt and prioritising
internal growth. It returned to profit in 2004, and resumed
acquisitions: in 2006, it bought waste management
operator Cleanaway, it made an unsuccessful takeover
bid for the French construction company Vinci, and has
considered taking over its main competitor, Suez
Environnement6. The company’s new strategy, it says, is
focused on sustainable development, long-term vision
and a corporate sense of responsibility. The environment
is claimed as the company’s main axis of development.
b

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (commonly known as the SEC) is
a United States government agency having primary responsibility for enforcing the
federal securities laws and regulating the securities industry/stock market
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With more than 4400 contracts worldwide, Veolia Water is
the global leader among private water companies and
has developed quickly outside Europe, mostly in China
and the Persian Gulf. But it has twice failed to meet
analysts’ profits forecasts, its stock exchange value
plummeted this year, losing more than 70% of its value in
one year7 (almost twice as much as the European utility
sector)8. It has also faced other problems, with its
headquarters recently searched by French investigators
following bribery accusations by a former VE executive9.
But its summer 2008 results are in line with company
expectations, and Veolia promises a 10% dividend
increase for shareholders.10
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FACTS

FIGURES (2007)

Business

Turnover: €32.62 billions (+14%, 34% water, 28% waste
management, 21% energy, 17% transportation), 80% in Europe,
44% in France

“The industry of environment”
“The environment is an industrial challenge”
Veolia sells services in water management (world leader), waste
management (former Onyx), energy management (Dalkia, European
leader) and passenger transportation (former Connex).

Names
Veolia Environnement, Sense SAS, Veolia Water, Veolia Environnement
Europe Services, Veolia Water Solutions & Technologies, Veolia
Transport, Veolia Environmental Services, Veolia Energy, Dalkia, Voda,
Connex, Onyx, SNCM, Cleanaway, VES, Three Valleys Water, Folkestone
& Dover Water Services, Tendring Hundred Water Services, Collex,
Renosol, OTV, OPALIUM, Braunschweig Versorgungs AG GmbH,
Grandjouan, Aquiris SA, Compagnie des Eaux et de l'Ozone, Compagnie
des Eaux de Paris, Société française de distribution d'Eau, Compagnie
Fermière de Services Publics...

Net income: €927.9 millions (+22.3%)
Net financial debt: €15.1 billions (+3.4%)
Long-term operating financial assets (2006): €5,1 billions
Total market capitalisation (19/11/2008) : € 9,169.570 billions (68.94%)
Employees: 319.502
Clients: 67% public authorities, 33% industrial companies

Capital structure
Capital Research & Management Company (American mutual
fund) 12%, Caisse des Dépôts (French state-controlled fund)
People
Henri Proglio (Chief Executive), Antoine Frérot (Executive Vice President, 10%, individual shareholders 7%, Natixis Asset Management
(French corporate bank) 7%, Groupama (French insurance
CEO Veolia Water), Joachim Bitterlich (Executive Vice-President for
company) 6%, EDF (French public electricity company), VE
International Affairs)
treasury stock 4%, employee shareholders 1%, other institutional
shareholders 49%.
EU Affairs :
Jean-Claude Banon (Group Executive Representative to the EU
R&D
Institutions), Cédric de Meeûs (Deputy Representative to the EU
800 researchers and experts, €118 million budget. Particular
Institutions), Stéphane Buffeteau (Director for the relationships with
focus: fuel cells, biofuels, aquifers recharge, membrane
European institutions), David Berman (Assistant to the Group Executive
technologies (wastewater treatment and desalination)...
Representative), Rainier d’Haussonville (Veolia Water European Affairs
Director).
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1. Veolia Environnement’s lobbying activities
Veolia reports on its EU “Responsible Lobbying” activities
in its sustainable development reports. In 2006 it briefly
described its EU lobbying activities11, as well as four
specific issues where it had input into EU legislation, but
no details were provided in 2007, just the company’s
general lobbying12, and its involvement in Aquafed (see
4). Interviewing Veolia representatives in Brussels did not
reveal much more.
The company’s European affairs office is located at 26
Rue des deux Églises, a few hundred meters from the
European institutions. It is run by Jean-Claude Banon, the
group’s representative in Brussels, who has worked for
the company for 25 years. He previously directed Veolia’s

USA and UK divisions, and was involved in lobby groups
in the UK. He is assisted by Cédric de Meeûs, his deputy,
who used to work for a Brussels lobbying consultancy,
and David Berman, an intern paid by French state.
Veolia’s director of relations with European Institutions is
Stéphane Buffetaut, a former MEP who still sits in the
European Economic and Social Committee, but who is
based in Paris. Joachim Bitterlich, a former German
Ambassador and Foreign and Security Policy Advisor to
Federal Chancellor Helmut Kohl, is Veolia’s Vice
President for International Affairs. He has a high profile in
Europe – his pro-European commitment gives him a lot of
credit in EU circles.

Veolia Environnement Europe Services: lobbying and fiscal relief in Brussels
The Veolia EU office in Brussels has a representational role: keeping up with EU legislative work and reporting to
headquarters, analysing EU legislation impacts on the group’s activities and liaising with internal specialists, networking
with MEPs, European Commission (EC) officials and other industrial partners, identifying and where possible exploiting
opportunities for new activities.
In early 2008, the office was incorporated into a new company, Veolia Environnement Europe Services, developing its
remit to “finance or facilitate the short, medium or long-term financing of the group it belongs to, or companies this
group wants to finance”13. On the 31 January 2008, the capital of this new company was increased from €100,000 to
almost €2.5 billions (€2,440,100,000)14, transferred in cash. Belgium recently introduced new fiscal measures on
companies’ capital, known as the notional interests’ deduction, allowing companies to substantially alleviate their
taxable base according to their equity capital.
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1.1 EU water policies, the private vs. public debate and Veolia
In the water delivery sector, there are at least three main
water management models: complete privatisation as in
the (sole) case of the UK, direct public management (the
dominant model in most European countries), and public
private partnership (PPP), which has been the dominant
model in France for the last 150 years. Because of this
diversity and the controversies around handing over
water services to the private sector, previous attempts by
the European Commission to define water delivery as a
service like any other, ruled by EU Competition law and a
tendering of contracts on the EU-wide market, have met
opposition. The European Commission has therefore
approached the topic with care - at least within the EU.
Against this backdrop, Veolia tries to influence the
Commission’s approach by calling for “more effective
structuring of management operators” and for “serious
thought to management methods and efficiency”.15 In
2004 and 2005, Veolia representatives, helped by private
consultants from the public affairs firm Cabinet Stewart,
met DG Competition officials to complain about
“discrimination between public and private water
operators”16. They asked for more monitoring of local
public utilities and greater transparency, performance
benchmarking for public and private undertakings, longer
contracts as a means of “improving efficiency in the
repair,
maintenance
and
investment
of
the
17
infrastructure” . Their attempt to open up this debate

ended after the director general of DG Competition sent a
polite but firm response thanking VE for its input and
stating that “we are both well aware of each other’s
positions on the different issues at stake”18. Veolia,
working with Cabinet Stewart, has also tried to push the
PPP model in its liaisons with the European consumers’
organisation, BEUC, calling for more competition in the
water sector.
Veolia Environnement views public water operators as its
main competitors, and has regularly attacked them, as
shown in recent correspondence19 between DG Internal
Market and the company. Drawing on latest European
Court of Justice case law on public procurement, the
company asked the Commission to extend the
requirements for competitive tenders to public-public
partnershipsc, potentially preventing any public authority
from entrusting an economic activity to another without
having to lead a competitive call to tender. This, Veolia
says, would protect it from the fact that “public persons
are potentially, by uncontrolled services exchanges, able
to drain the competitive market if they wish to”20. In other
c
“Public-Public Partnerships (PUPs) are new partnerships developed
between public water operators, communities, trade unions and other key
groups, without profit motive and on a basis of equality. In addition, PUPs are
also being created when well-performing public utilities are matched or
‘twinned’ with those that are not-so-well performing to share expertise on a
not-for-profit basis in order to improve the standard of the lesser performing
utility.” In CORRAL Violetta, “Public-Public Partnerships In The Water
Sector”, Water Justice, 8 May 2008.
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words, Veolia is asking for protection against the current
spread of non-commercial and not-for-profit approaches
in the European water sector. But the Commission’s
recent “Interpretative Communication on the application
of Community law on Public Procurement and
Concessions
to
Institutionalised
Public-Private
Partnerships (IPPP)”21 did not cover these elements.

1.2 “The environment is an industrial challenge” - Veolia and EU environmental policies
The Directorate General for the Environment (DG ENV) is
a crucial point of contact for Veolia in Brussels. EU
environmental policy determines environmental policy
across the member states, and is therefore key to the
self-proclaimed “industry of environment”.
There has been little legislation on water issues in recent
years, with the Water Framework Directive (WFD) still
being implemented at member state level. Nevertheless,
important issues are discussed between the DG ENV and
stakeholders such as the follow-up on WFD
implementation within the Common Implementation
Strategy (CIS), the revision of existing legislation like the
Drinking Water Directive (DWD), discussions on the
European Acceptance Scheme (EAS), Water Scarcity
and Drought (WSD) and water re-use.

in particular EUREAU (see 2.1). The water multinational
does submit its own position directly to DG ENV on
certain issues – and the boundary between the two can
be blurred given that many Veolia employees act for
lobby groups as well as in their own right. Direct
interventions can include submitting position papers and
letters, as well as more informal opportunities at
meetings, lunches and events.

On many issues, particularly the technical aspects of
directives, Veolia does not work directly with DG ENV but
delegates this responsibility to specialised lobby groups,
10

Adaptation to climate change: prevention or cure?
DG ENV’s consultation on Adaptation to Climate Change, at the end of 2007, was an opportunity for Veolia to present
its vision22 of the challenge with a seven-page document covering all group businesses including water management.
The submission first included an impact assessment, listing some of the measures the industry expects to have to
implement in order to adapt to climate change, all using technology to try and better manage the water cycle in the face
of more extreme weather events.
A section on policy challenges highlights the importance of the EU’s role in coordinating the integration of climate
change considerations into policies, and argues for partnerships between public and private sectors: private operators
can “play an important role in advising municipalities/regions on investment decision/requirements and infrastructure
development”, Veolia says. Managing climate change can be profitable: ”it is fundamental to put in place a cost
recovery framework enabling the internalisation of external costs (such as those linked to climate change)”. In other
words, Veolia wants to be able to pass on extra costs to its clients.
Veolia’s recommendations on water management call for balance between the EU’s currently favoured approach of
water demand management measures and the possibility of additional supply development. The company explains that
consumer responses to demand management measures are “very complex” and that situations of water abundance
and good quality should provide financial benefits. Veolia asks: “is it reasonable that consumers should be compelled
to higher water charges through mandatory imposition of demand management measures if the economic impact of
additional water resource development is lower?” If technology is cheaper than ecology, why not use it? Especially
when reduced consumption affects Veolia’s profitability.
The water giant also encourages the EU to invest in research and development for: “demand management techniques”,
“groundwater recharge technologies”, “wastewater reuse (especially for irrigation purposes)”, “desalination
technologies”, “early warning systems for floods and droughts”.
Veolia’s proposals for adapting to climate change are plainly profit-orientated, and, for a company focused on the
challenge of the environment, seem surprisingly energy-intensive rather than concerned with reducing resource use.
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A corporation at sea: desalination
Veolia is developing seawater desalination to increase water supplies, which it describes as: “the main means to
produce drinking water and a way of overcoming the shortage of available freshwater sources”.
Desalination is not straightforward, as Veolia’s 2006 sustainability report acknowledges: “the main problems
encountered in desalination are membrane clogging (for processes based on reverse osmosis), high energy
consumption, and the environmental impacts, in particular those caused by the discharge of brine into the natural
environment.”
Veolia believes it can overcome these problems by using technology, including “pre-treatment” to reduce clogging and
energy use. This, it says, crucially, will cut costs.
Isn’t there something missing? The report acknowledges the environmental impacts but does not offer any solution.
Similarly, neither the “desalination” section of Veolia’s 2007 Research & Development report, nor the company’s short
video-clip presenting desalination, mention the impact of modifying local seawater salinity on sea life - which can be
catastrophic. In fact there is just one reference in 2007 to the “management of the saline concentrate to give better
control over the environmental impact”23.
Of course, limiting membrane clogging and reducing energy consumption is profitable for Veolia; but safely disposing of
the brine costs.
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1.3 EU water aid policies: do what I say, not what I do ?
Although the supply of drinking water is ruled by the
subsidiarity principle within Europe’s boundaries, the EU’s
policies on development and aid subsidies do impact on
water management abroad. Until 2006, the EU was the
main proponent of including the water sector under the
rules of World Trade Organisation, putting developing
countries under pressure in GATS negotiations24. In the
new wave of bilateral trade talks that has been launched
in the last few years, the EU is again pushing for market
opening to benefit EU-based water multinationals. It also
has a tendency to tie development funding to conditions
requiring private sector involvement; for instance, the
Commission finances the Public Private Infrastructure
Advisory Facility (PPIAF), a World Bank subsidiary
specialised in implementing private “participation” in
development programmes25.
Involving private water firms is also key for the EU Water
Initiative (EUWI) and the EU-ACP Water Facility, two
well-funded EU initiatives in developing countries. Veolia

is active in EUWI through two lobby groups, EUREAU
and Aquafed (see 2.1 and 2.2) which both sit on the
EUWI board. The scheme is privately described a failure
by all stakeholders questioned on the issue, and DG
Development has indicated a willingness to consider
broadening its funding to public-public partnerships to
improve results.
According to DG DEV and EuropeAid officials, there has
been no correspondence or meetings between
themselves and Veolia representatives since 2005,
although the group unsuccessfully tried to apply for Water
Facility funding. Veolia may well have met
representatives from the institutions informally at events
like the Friends of Europe's seminar on water security26 or
the Panafrican Public-Private Partnerships Conference27;
but given that DG Development is already a keen
supporter of PPP, the need for lobbying was probably
minimal.

13
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2. Veolia Environnement’s indirect representation
Efficient lobbying is difficult without building alliances.
Professional/sectoral associations, industrial federations,
interests groups and the like can increase pressure on
public authorities. Although they may not be as efficient
as the companies themselves or consultants (their
decision-making usually requires consensus), they are
considered more legitimate and convenient by time-

pressured EU officials. Several Veolia employees
consequently sit on various lobby groups in Brussels, and
put forward their company’s interests from their position.
Their input is usually appreciated as corporations have
the means to provide significant expertise and time, which
is not necessarily the case for smaller stakeholders.

2.1 EUREAU, a central axis
EUREAU, the “European union of national associations of
water suppliers and waste water services” is a longstanding big player in the EU. “The voice of Europe’s
drinking water and wastewater service operators”28 was
founded in 1975 and has members from 25 of the 27 EU
member states, as well as three European Free Trade
Agreement member countries and one accession country,
representing some 405 millions consumers. The majority
of its members are public operators. EUREAU has just
three full-time employees and one trainee, but a budget
of 488.000€ (2007)29 and access to a wide range of
experts via its membership. Decision-making is based on
consensus.
EUREAU’s input is valued by the EU institutions,
especially the Commission, as shown by the regularity

with which it is consulted and its level of involvement in
EU water events. With its broad membership, it is a
privileged player within the EU water sector, and it agreed
to disclose its activities when asked.
Veolia Environnement formally belongs to EUREAU
through FP2E, the French National Association of Private
Water Operators30. Five Veolia employees sit on
EUREAU’s board and standing commissions31, and
another works on behalf of EUREAU on water re-use
issues. The four lobbying cases declared by Veolia in
200632 related to water were through EUREAU. The lobby
group nevertheless lobbied on a number of issues not
mentioned in Veolia’s report, including incorporating
amendments into parliamentary draft reports, amending

15

other reports, and securing representation on key bodies
and working groups.
Because of Eureau’s broad representation, it does not
always represent the interests of VE, including on the
issue of public private partnerships: “Eureau thinks that
the freedom of member states to choose the institutional

set-up they consider to be most appropriate under the
principle of subsidiarity is important, and should be
maintained. Very often the institutional set-up allows local
and regional authorities a freedom of choice in the way
that water services are provided, notably in deciding to
run the service by itself or to outsource the service, fully
or partially, to a third party.” 33

2.2 Aquafed, the voice of “the” private water sector?
Established in October 2005 by Suez and Veolia, “The
International Federation of Private Water Operators” (the
Federation/Aquafed) is located in the heart of EU quarter
in Brussels. “The voice of the private water industry”
claims to represent “over 200 water service providers
operating in 38 countries worldwide”. It employs seven
people34 in Paris (where it has its headquarters) and
Brussels, and is chaired by Gérard Payen, former chief
executive and chairman of Suez Environment.
The Federation’s official remit is to “promote at
international level the participation of the private sector to
collective management of water and sanitation”35. It
publishes position papers, data supporting its vision and
is involved in consultations with international
organisations including the UN and World Bank. As a
representative of private water companies, Aquafed can
promote Veolia’s water privatisation agenda in a way that
Eureau cannot, and Veolia’s representative in Brussels,

Jean Claude Banon says it has a role in countering the
“disinformation” spread by public water activists36.
Aquafed’s Brussels’ representative says that the
federation has a non-profit remit and has established
links with NGOs including the Water Integrity Network
(chaired by Transparency International and dedicated to
fighting corruption in the water sector). But its
membership is dominated by companies owned by Veolia
or Suez: just one out of the 15 corporate members is not
owned by them37, and, among the five national
associations from Uganda, Chile, the United States,
France and Brazil, most are again either linked to Veolia
or Suez. Broadening its membership to increase its
legitimacy is seen as one of Aquafed’s key objectives.
Does the Federation lobby the EU? It seems obvious
given that it rents an office in Rond-Point Schuman and
has registered with the European Parliament’s lobbying
register, that Aquafed sees that as its role, but it is
16

impossible to find any reference to EU lobbying activities
on its website. Aquafed is obviously a lobbying vehicle for
Veolia, but because it has not as yet published its budget,
the scale of the operation is unclear. According to
Aquafed’s representative, the Federation, at EU level, is
involved in the EU Water Initiative Steering Committee,
has engaged with a few Commission officials and MEPs
in the context of public meetings, belongs to the

European Water Partnership (see 2.4) and the European
Water Forum, but has had difficulties defining its
European priorities as it is an international federation.
Aquafed is also very active in the European regional
process for the Global Water Operator Partnerships
Alliance (GWOPA), an attempt to co-opt a UN initiative
intended to strengthen public sector water supply through
not-for-profit partnerships.

2.3 The Water Supply and Sanitation Technology Platform – corporate research in action
Veolia Environnement is actively involved in EU water
research, and has taken part in various research
programmes partially funded by the EU within the
Framework Programmesd. It is also a key player in the
Water Supply and Sanitation Technology Platform
(WSSTP), a body set up by the European Commission
(EC) as part of its Environmental Technologies Action
Plan (ETAP).
Technology Platforms are EU-facilitated bodies which
bring together industry representatives to develop plans
for sectoral research at an EU level. This allows the
industry to look beyond its usual national boundaries, and
to substantially influence the direction of the upcoming
Framework Programme 7 (FP7) tenders that it will apply
for afterwards (among other funding sources). According
d

'Framework programmes' (FPs) have been the main financial tools through which the
European Union supports research and development activities covering almost all
scientific disciplines. FPs are proposed by the European Commission and adopted by
Council and the European Parliament following a co-decision procedure. FPs have
been implemented since 1984 and cover a period of five years.

to Andrea Tilche, Head of Unit “Environmental
Technologies and Pollution Prevention” at DG Research,
the total funding allocated to the WSSTP by the EC for its
launch amounted to €600-800.000; today, Suez and
Veolia together contribute to at least 60% of WSSTP’s
current funding38, with an annual budget of about €80100.00039. Three Veolia employees sit on the WSSTP
board (on a total of 10), including the WSSTP vice
president Xavier Chazelle, Veolia’s deputy research
director.
Initially, the platform was set up to promote European
competitiveness, sustainable development and the
achievement of the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs)40. According to WSSTP president Diane d’Arras,
this last objective has now been more or less dropped 41.
The WSSTP now essentially focuses on “strengthening
the competitiveness and the potential for technological
innovation of the European Water Industry.”42
17

At the WSSTP’s Second Stakeholder Meeting in Brussels
(June 2008), the main focus was on the development of
new monitoring and mitigation technologies, including the
potential for using wastewater sludge as an energy
resource. There was little emphasis on what might be
considered to be more sustainable approaches such as
the potential for resource conservation, such as natural

wetlands preservation to counter floods, organic soil
management to counter droughts, reduce irrigation and
pollution from pesticides; or land-use planning to counter
run-off. As a Veolia researcher pointed out, such projects
are the responsibility of the State, not water companies.
The “market” for clean-up industries is pollution, and no
industry wants to see its market shrink…

2.4 The European Water Partnership – a too consensual consensus?
The European Water Partnership (EWP) was created in
2006, and aims to represent a broad membership and act
as a legitimate stakeholder in the water debate. It has
some 50 members, including public and private utilities,
international organisations, companies, research bodies,
NGOs and associations including Aquafed43.
It is chaired by Tom Vereijken, who also sits in the board
of WSSTP and chairs the European Committee of
Environmental Technology Suppliers Associations
(EUCETSA).44 The vice-chair is Friedrich Barth, a former
DG Environment official; and the executive director is
Lionel Platteuw, an EU affairs consultant who used to
represent industry associations, including EUCETSA45.
Despite the proclaimed multi-stakeholder approach, the
list of EWP’s 16 founders46 reveals a narrower identity,
and some describe the EWP as a lobbying vehicle for
Dutch companies involved in water technology and
infrastructure business. It also brings together several
“national” water partnerships from the Netherlands,

Denmark, Germany and France, all of which have been
set up by these states to represent their water industry’s
interests abroad. The EWP refused to make its budget
details available and has not as yet published its
accounts47.
The EWP has been actively lobbying the European
Parliament, setting up an informal inter-parliamentary
group on water issues (the “Dolphin Club”); it is also
responsible
for
coordinating
several
European
stakeholders’ contribution to the 5th World Water Forum in
Istanbul in 2009, an event which is organised and driven
by the private water sector48. Moreover, although Veolia is
not a direct member, it sponsors one of the EWP events
on Europe’s water, bringing together high-profile
speakers including Environment Commissioner Dimas,
DG Environment Water Director Peter Gammeltoft and
MEP Richard Seeber alongside Veolia Water CEO
Antoine Frérot49.
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2.5 Other water lobbies
There are other lobbies directly or indirectly representing
Veolia that can also influence EU water policies, although
they do not seem as active or influential at European
level.

Water Association (IWA), a global and influential water
body that is very active at European level and whose
Strategic Council is chaired by Gérard Payen, Aquafed
director and former Suez Environment chief executive.

The European Water Association (EWA). Veolia is a
member through ASTEE, an association of French water
professionals. Created in 1981 as the European Water
Pollution Control Association, the EWA gathers “about 25
European national associations each representing
professionals and technicians for wastewater and water
utilities, academics, consultants and contractors as well
as a growing number of corporate member firms and
enterprises.”50 EWA is a member of the International

The French Water Partnership (FWP, Partenariat
Français pour l’Eau) lobbies on behalf of the French
water sector. A broad platform bringing together dozens
of water operators and stakeholders51, it was created by
the French state to promote its water sector abroad.
Based in Paris, its Executive Secretary hosted at ASTEE,
it is not EU specific but plays an important international
role.
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Veolia Environnement and the French state, a public private affair
The boundaries between the French state and VE can appear a little blurred. Many Veolia executives have historically
come from the École Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées, an elite institution that has trained generations of high-ranking
officials in France. The French state is a major shareholder in Veolia (through CDC and EDF 52), and there are several
examples where employees have passed through the revolving doors between the state and the private sector.
Stéphane Richard, Veolia Transport’s former CEO, was appointed cabinet director for the current French Finance
Minister in 2007; Dominique de Villepin, France’s former Prime Minister, has recently been recruited by Veolia as an
“international consultant”53; Sylvain de Forges, appointed Veolia’s Director of Financial Operations in 2003, used to be
the first General Director of Agence France Trésor within the Finances Ministry54; Rainier d’Haussonville, current Veolia
Water European Affairs Director, was deputy to the head of the financial section within the Secrétariat général des affaires
européennes (2004) and was appointed to the cabinet of the French Prime minister, responsible for European economic affairs
(2005-2007). Henri Proglio, Veolia’s chief executive, a long-standing Chirac ally, is now close to the Sarkozy government

thanks to the current Minister of Justice, Rachida Dati55.
Beyond personal connections, institutions like the French Water Partnership, ISTED or OIEau are powerful tools set up
by the “French Water School” to promote itself abroad, bringing together public and private players.
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2.6 French business lobbies
In France, VE belongs to several business lobbies which
have offices in Brussels or which belong to Europeanwide business lobbies. These include MEDEF, the
biggest French employers union; AMRAE: the French
Association for Risk Management which is a member of
the Federation of European Risk Management
Associations; AFEP, possibly one of the most powerful

French business lobbies bringing together most of the
companies listed in in the CAC40 (the 40 biggest
companies on the Paris Stock Exchange)56; the Cercle de
l’Industrie, which brings companies and politicians
together, and the Cercle des Délégués Permanents
Français, co-founded by the MEDEF, and specifically
dedicated to promoting French interests in Brussels.

2.7 Brussels business lobbies and “for-hire” lobbyists
There are thousands of lobbyists in Brussels, and finding
out who works for who is complex. Veolia employs
lobbyists for some of its work, and also operates through
broader business lobby groups.
- ESF: The European Services Forum is a big business
lobby in Brussels and has been heavily involved in the
WTO's services negotiations (GATS), calling for the
inclusion of water under GATS. Veolia is a company
member of this lobby.
- BusinessEurope: (formerly UNICE) this is one of the
most well-known Brussels’ business lobbies and JeanClaude Banon, Veolia Brussels representative, chairs the
lobby’s Task Force on Services of General Interest, and
belongs to BusinessEurope’s Advisory Group. This has

allowed him to deliver a presentation on PPP issues on
BusinessEurope’s behalf for an assembly of regional
policy experts and practitioners, Veolia’s main clients, in
2007, at BusinessEurope’s workshop during the
“European Week of Region and Cities”. This year’s
edition of the event has seen Veolia’s chief executive
Proglio taking part in a discussion on PPP with JeanPierre Jouyet, the current French government’s secretary
of state for European affairs, Luc Van den Brande,
President of the Committee of the Regions and Alain
Juppé, the former French Prime Minister57.
Veolia has hired a number of lobby consultancy firms,
including Athenora Consulting, which organised a lunch
for Veolia with the marine environment unit at DG
21

Environment, and Cabinet Stewart who organised a
meeting with high-ranking officials from DG Competition
in 2005. However, this might just be tip of the iceberg, as
the absence of transparency around lobbying in Brussels
makes it impossible to assess what work has been done
by lobby consultancy firms for Veolia – and what the cost
has been.

2.8 Think tanks
Think-tanks play an important role in policy-making.
Gathering experts, academics, businessmen and
politicians, they usually present themselves as neutral
debate and research platforms, but may take an
ideological or client-focused stance. Veolia is a paying
member of various think-tanks, including Confrontations
Europe, Fondation Robert Schuman, Friends of Europe
and Notre Europe, as well has created its own, the Institut
Veolia Environnement.

The Institut Veolia Environnement aims to produce
peer-reviewed scientific data on society and the
environment, bringing together big names from the
scientific community, including Nobel Prize winner
Amartya Sen. The Institut aims to boost Veolia’s brand,
and also publishes helpful papers such as the “Social and
economic benefits of delegated management”58.
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Conclusion
Veolia Environnement has set up an impressive network
that allows it to channel its interests into EU decisionmaking, either directly or indirectly. Contrary to its claims,
the company is not a reliable source of information on its
lobbying undertakings in the water sector: Veolia’s
representatives to the EU institutions refused to provide
much specific data on this matter, and the information the
company discloses in its sustainable development reports
– under the title “Responsible Lobbying” – is largely
incomplete.
The omission is particularly impressive compared to the
data this report uncovers: through extensive research,
access to documents requests from the European
institutions and interviews with several well-informed
stakeholders, 7 water-specific lobbies, 11 business
lobbies, 5 think tanks and various private and public
bodies were found to be relaying Veolia interests in one
way or another towards the EU institutions. What is more:
privileged access to political power via numerous
revolving door cases and the employment of former
politicians;
influence
on
parliamentary
reports;
appointment of Veolia personnel in key EU policy working

groups and advisory panels; considerable influence on
defining EU water research priorities; and pressure on the
EU legal framework to expel competitors, particularly
local public water utilities.
But Veolia's very substantial EU lobbying activities are
not only opaque, they also highlight a bias as far as the
environment is concerned. The company prides itself on
its environmental commitments, but at the same time
lobbies the EU and acts with a rather different agenda,
focusing on expensive energy-intensive clean-up
technologies instead of water resource preservation;
supply development rather than demand management;
and promoting the structural need for as large a market
as possible for water treatment. In other words, pollution
can be profitable.
Letting this "market" develop to avoid dealing with the
root causes of water pollution cannot be considered a
sustainable option. This report shows that this
perspective is nevertheless given a considerable weight
by Veolia at EU level.
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Note
This report was commissioned by Corporate Europe Observatory from the freelance journalist Martin Pigeon in November 2007 and
was researched and written between January and June 2008. Martin Pigeon became a researcher for Corporate Europe
Observatory in August 2008.
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